**Agenda**

**Research Vessel Technical Enhancement Committee (RVTEC) Meeting**

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution  
Redfield Auditorium, WHOI Village Campus  
Woods Hole, MA  
October 15, 2018

**Sunday, October 14, 2018**  
5:30-7:00 pm  Meeting Check-in at Sea Crest Hotel in the Nauset I & II

**Monday, October 15, 2018 – WHOI Redfield Building**

7:30-8:15 am  Meeting Check-in at Sea Crest Hotel in the Nauset I & II

08:00  **Bus Transportation** - Buses will depart Sea Crest Hotel starting at 08:00 with the last bus at 08:25 for WHOI Redfield Building.

08:15  **Coffee and Informal Discussion** – WHOI Redfield Building Lobby

09:00  **Meeting Called to Order** – WHOI Redfield Auditorium  
- Introductory Remarks by Scott Ferguson/UH, RVTEC Chair  
- Welcome to WHOI by David Fisichella/WHOI

09:15  **RVTEC Participant Introductions**

09:30  **Agency Reports** – Issues of specific interest to RVTEC  
- NSF – Jim Holik  
- ONR – Tim Schnoor  
- NOAA  
- USCG

10:15  **RVTEC Chair-Elect and Liaison positions**

10:30  **Break**

10:45  **UNOLS Reports**  
- UNOLS Report – Annette DeSilva/UNOLS (10 min)  
- RVOC and Safety Committee – Jon Alberts/UNOLS (10 min)  
- AICC and SCOAR – Steve Hartz/UAF (10 min)  
- FIC – Ethan Roth/UAF (10 min)  
- MERAS Committee – Brandi Murphy/UW (10 min)
• Ship Design/Construction Updates:
  o Regional Class Research Vessels – Marc Willis/OSU (10 min)
  o Global Class Mid-life Refits – Mike Prince/ONR
    ▪ Thompson – UW (5 min)
    ▪ Revelle – SIO (15 min)
    ▪ Atlantis – WHOI (5 min)

12:00  *Lunch Break*

13:00  **RVTEC Training Subcommittee Introduction** – Kristin Beem/OSU

13:15  **Ship/Shore Comms Updates** (15 minutes each)
  • Fx/FBB Update – Tim Twomey/WHOI
  • HiSeasNet Update – Kevin Walsh/SIO
  • SatNAG update – John Haverlack/UAF/SatNAG

1400  **Winch Pool Updates** (15 minutes each)
  • Joshua Eaton/WHOI – East Coast Winch Pool
  • Aaron Davis/SIO – West Coast Winch Pool

14:30  *Break*

14:45  **Appendix B Update** - Aaron Davis/SIO

14:55  **ADCP & UHDAS Fleet report** – Julia Hummon/UH

15:05  **R2R update** – Suzanne O’Hara/LDEO
  • Cruise naming and metadata

15:20  **MATE update** – Nandita Sarkar/MATE and Emily Shimada

15:40  **Tech Pool/Tech Exchanges** – Alice Doyle/UNOLS

15:50  **JMS Inspection Report** – Ted Colburn/JMS

16:05  **Adjourn RVTEC meeting** – Buses return to Sea Crest Hotel

16:15  **Tech Manager’s Roundtable Meeting** – Redfield 204

17:30  *Buses return to Sea Crest Hotel*